5,088 Kent Treble Bob Major
Donald F Morrison (no. 7502)

23456  M   B   W   H
32465  2   F,In  1
25463  1          2
56423   2
34256  3
Repeat twice.
Contains all 24 each 56s and 65s, and 64 little bell rollups at the back.
Especially suitable for handbells.
Also true to Oxford Treble Bob and Bristol Surprise.
Rung on handbells at Aldershot (12, Highfield Avenue) on 11 August 2016,
conducted by W John Couperthwaite.
Rung to Oxford on handbells at Fleet (20, Burnside) on 7 September 2016,
conducted by W John Couperthwaite.

http://www.ringing.org/composition/?id=15090